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you for your valuable guidance and constant attention as and when required. 

Therefore, I expect that you will pardon my unintentional mistakes in preparing this report. I will 

be pleased to answer any sort of query you think necessary as now and when needed. I am always 

available to share the pleasure of discussions. 

Thanking You 

 

 

Shihab Uddin 

ID: 161-24-537 

Department of Journalism and Mass Communication  

Daffodil International University
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Executive Summary 

 

The Daily Campus.com is one of the best Education Based Web Portal in Bangladesh. The Portal 

has a clear advantage over the competitors. The Daily Campus has some additional features in 

comparison to its competitors. The News of The Daily Campus is playing a vital role to increase the 

subscribers and customers. 

Internship provides the opportunity for exploring professional skill and gaining more knowledge 

about professionalism. Being a student of Journalism & Mass Communication I have learned about 

online journalism. How a online media works, structure of an online news portal, how newsroom 

work, how to work under more pressure. Apart from institutional learning I also learned how 

practical journalism practice is going on in Bangladeshi online media. This is an internship report 

on my working experience in News department at The Daily Campus.com. It starts with an 

introduction about The Daily Campus.com followed by the activities of the channel. I describe how 

News team works and my responsibilities there. I then tried to spell out my personal & professional 

experiences as an intern. At end of this report I included observation of my professional gaining, 

learning and limitations during the internship. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
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1.1 About Thedailycampus.com 

The Daily Campus.com is one of the best education based online papers in Bangladesh. This 

Online Is Campus based online but there have a lot of content. Example National, Sports and 

Politics etc. The Daily Campus.com trying their work to cantain objectivity, duty an produce 

right information. 

1.2 About what is Internship 

Entry level position is a sort of employment preparing program done in the particular business 

to procure understanding for the future vocation. Understudies work low maintenance or full 

tim e in organization for a specific timeframe. Be that as it may, not at all like apprenticeship 

or a learner program, work isn't ensured toward the end and entry level positions are by and 

large non paid in this nation. An assistant might be an undergrad, University understudies, 

Fresh Graduate or post graduate grown-ups. It comprises of a trade of administration and 

experience between the understudy and the association. Ordinarily understudies accept a 

temporary position as a piece of their scholarly educational program or to get school credit. 

Understudies can likewise decide whether they have an enthusiasm for a specific profession 

or not. IT additionally makes a system of contacts and to gain a suggestion letter to add to their 

educational program. 

The most significant activity a temporary job does is that of giving a certifiable understanding 

in the activity. It enables the understudies to create important aptitudes before entering a 

vocation. At a time where getting a new line of work is turning out to be is getting more earnestly 

ordinary, aptitudes and experience turns into an extremely significant factor in pursuit of 

employment. Experienced individual has an edge over an unexperienced individual. 

Additionally it makes trust as a primary concern to go past. 1.4 Background of My Internship. 

As an extremely necessary piece of the course BSS (Hon's) in Journalism and Mass 

Communication I needed to discover and do an Internship in an establishment which is 

significant to the subject or regularly favored a media house. So to satisfy that need I pick paper 

or to be explicit an online news entry as a result of certain reasons. As a matter of first 

importance, I think paper is the best spot for a writer to express his vocation or if nothing else 

to find out about this calling. Since the scope of stories can be canvassed in a paper is a lot more 

extensive then TV slots. TV has a little time period and constrained measure of time in which 
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the journalist needs to succinct or portray the entire story. Though in an online paper the 

journalist never needs to consider space. So the columnist gets required time and required space 

to compose the story appropriately depicting each angle. So as the understudies are newcomers, 

they by and large need more time to compose the story which they can get in a working in a 

paper. that is in working in a paper. that is the reason I think papers are the best spot to figure 

out how to compose stories. Presently gives get to the heart of the matter of why I a chance to 

pick Thedailycampus.com As I've Said before Amadershomoy.com is one of the notable online 

news gateways in Bangladesh yet it is attempting to contact more individuals and increment 

peruser number. I think for an assistant, such establishment is the best spot to learn work. One 

which has arrived at a sensible place however yet net on the top. For the top positioned 

directions has everything set up through which I mean everything is sorted out and prepared. In 

any case, a foundation which is developing, But an establishment which is developing, is 

increasingly dynamic then the others. Everyone endeavors to take it further 

and on account of that the extent of learning is higher. One become more acquainted with the 

way toward developing and at the highest point of that, the working open door is high/you can 

get greater chance to work. 

The individuals who works with Thedailycampus.com is cordial in natured. Nature is 

exceptionally helpful for adapt new things. That is the reason I pick Thedailycampus.com my 

Intern position situation. 

 

1.3 My expert Internship Supervisor 

While doing my Intern at The daily campus I was under the supervision of Mahbub Roni, 

official supervisor of The Daily Campus.com. He is the mentor and guideliner of my intern 

house. 

Mahbur Roni is a Dhaka University student. He is Former President of Dhaka university 

journalist association. 2010 he joined as a Staff Reporter at The Daily Ittefaq. Then 2018 he 

opened campus based online portal The Daily Campus.com. Right now here his position 

Advisory Editor. 

1.4 Duration Of my Internship 

I joined The Daily Campus.com as an intern in 20th January, 2020. There I worked in the field 

as a Reporter for around 70 days or 10 weeks till 24th March, 2020. After that I worked from 

home as a sub-editor for the reason of covid-19 situation. 
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Taking Interview of Mass people During the occasion of Ekushe Book Fair 
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Chapter Two: Activities During Internship 
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2. List of weekly Activities. 

First Week (20th January-27th January) 

 Got instructions from the supervisor about my work . 

 Got introduced to the News portal. 

 Basic idea of Reporting. 

 

Second Week (28 th January-5 th February ) 

 How to develop live basic 

 Checking the emails of correspondent. 

 

Third Week (6th February- 13th February) 

 Go To the Field for going Live, Taking Interviews of the psc Cairman. 

 Checked important site. For news Ideas 

 Gather information through phone for news 

 

Fourth Week (14th February- 21th February) 

 Go to several places for Collecting News 

 Doing Facebook Live 

 Attend Press Conference 

 

Fifth Week (22th February -29th February) 

 Going PSC For News 

 Doing Facebook Live 

 

Sixth Week (2nd March - 9th March) 

 Covering Events. 

 Taking Interview of Daffodil University VC Sir 
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Seventh Week (10 th March - 17th March) 

 Covering Events. 

 Doing Facebook Live. 

Eighth Week (18th March -24th March) 

 Covering Events 

 Checked campus correspondents email. 

 

Ninth Week (28th March-5th April) 

 Checked University Reporter mail email. 

 Checked campus Reporter Mail 

 

Tenth Week ( 6th April-13th April ) 

 Edited National News 

 Checked Campus correspondent’s email. 

 

 

Taking the interview of Industrial Minister Nurul Majid Mahmud Humayun and ICT Minister 

Zunaid Ahmed Palak 
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Taking interview of Daffodil International University VC Prof. DYousuf M Islam 

 

 

 

Covering Event of Asian University president Forum (AUPF) 
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Chapter Three: Learning Experience 
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3.1 Knowledge I've Gathered 

Doing my temporary job at the The Daily Campus.com, I prepared my self as a education 

beat reporter. I have taken many peopled interview. Doing Video reports. Writing some 

important topic about education. In that procedure, I have understanding about the 

procedure of how a reporter work outside. Its more challenging rather then television 

reporter. I have additionally learned and accumulated Knowledge about different things. 

Like Video Editing, Photoshop and understanding how to write  featured news, soft news 

and hard news. I think understanding the procedure of how to build a story is the most 

significant thing. I understood the basic parts of collecting source.. keeping up to date 

with them is another challage.This entire procedure Inspired me to improve in my future 

vocation. 

 

3.2 Technologies Used 

Working as a reporter, I have used many devices. Like Camera, spy camera, Boom, 

microphone, mobile, note pad, carrying tripod and pc. 

 

3.3 Special Experience 

Discussing extraordinary experience, After joinig The Daily Campus I have taken Countrys 

many vital person interview. Like Education Minister, ICT Minister, Industrial Minister, 

Primary Minister, Primary Director general, PSC Chairman, Many University Vice Chancellor. 

Despite that I have written some of the breaking news. Which copied almost every news 

portal..which has an impact to the socity. My supervisor give me the opportuinity to work 

freely.. I have doing some sting operation too.. This are my special work. Which help me to 

build my future carrer. 
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Covering an event of Education Minister Dipu Moni 
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Chapter Four: Evaluation 
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4.1 Practical Work and Academic Learning 

 

My first practical work is taking an interview of State University Vice Chancellor. 

Then how to develop the interview intro and to come up the interview based gradually. 

To teach a great into gave a view a beauty of the interview. Then I developed the 

headline basic . Because a good headline makes a news beautiful. Most of the people 

do not enter the link. He only  show the headline and want to meaning this news. That 

time I much better follow my paper and news headline. 

Then I developed my writing basic. Because of working on education site, I try to find 

my sourch of news. I am going many places for searching of news and built my sourch. 

I have visited, UGC, PSC, NTRCA, DACSU Bhaban, Vice Chancellor office of many 

Universitys. InshaAllah now I have a lot source. 

And then I am teaching how to create a great vedio and edit it in adove premier pro. 

How to develop vedio story. I am trying my best when I captured vedio. I teaches how 

capture the vedio angle. Then lot of trying I am capture a great and a beautiful vedio. 

That is really froutfull of the viewers. I have made many videos storys. Now I can make 

a documentery with a single hand. 

Then I teach how to telecast a live video. My supervisor confidently tell me, do it 

without any fear. Before I am going to shoot my first live, I practice a lot in front of 

mirror. Then I go to the location and my experience is so much bad. Gradually I am 

keep mind of the live then I take a successful video live interview. 

4.2 Expectations and Experiences 

Before beginning the temporary position I trusted that it would expand my aptitudes 

and information about the procedure of news-casting and how the framework functions 

and I would state for this situation I have what I needed. I might not have gotten a 

specialist in this however I am positively more grounded then previously. 

Before this I thought news reporting was simple. Be that as it may, that thought of mine 

was devastated when I began composing news. It is so difficult to find the information, 

pick the angel of the story, suitable word and orchestrate the data in a sentence with 

the goal that it doesn't get exhausting and ugly. 

Before began going to The Daily Campus.com I had question about the individuals 

who work there on whether they would be well disposed to me. In any case, that issue 
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left when I met them. All of them was so cordial particularly my supervisor. He is an 

extraordinary enthusiastic individual who trained me with incredible consideration and 

I will be appreciative to him until the end of time. 

4.3 Skills Developed 

 

Filling in as a reporter for 10 weeks at The Daily Campus.com, helped me get a few 

abilities which can be valuable in my future profession. Around then I worked at the 

work area, altered region journalists news and further more interpreted global news. A 

portion of those obtained aptitudes are recorded cry. 

Developed news Reporting ability. 

 Learn how to create source of news. 

 Improved time the board. 

 Typing speed created. 

 Learned working in the newsroom condition. 

 Edited Photos in Photoshop. 

 Learned feature writing. 

 Became progressively capable in Bangla. 

 Edited Videos 

 Make Video Story 

 

4.4 Future Career opportunities 

 

The focal motivation behind an entry level position is to make an understudy 

progressively gifted in his ideal calling so it can help molding their future profession 

by improving aptitudes and information about genuine handy work. Here and there 

she or he can choose whether to proceed in a specific vocation or not from entry level 

position as should be obvious about the future parts of the calling. 

On account of overwhelming weight from the contenders, when an association utilizes 

an individual they need him to be gifted in his work. In any case, that makes a 

tremendous issue for a naturally graduate as they by and large don't have any expert 
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experience. In this circumstance entry level position programs beats this boundary. 

Alongside this it likewise makes associations with others in that calling which is 

incredibly significant in news coverage. Since the fundamental resource of a 

correspondent is his associations in better places and sources. 

As an understudy of news-casting and mass correspondence and an individual who has 

enthusiasm accepting news-casting as a calling, I think this temporary job was an 

extraordinary instructing for me. In this entry level position I built up some essential 

aptitudes like figuring out how to write a news story, the utilization of suitable 

words in a sentence, revision of data to make a story progressively alluring to the 

peruses, how to make a video story, giving PTC, going Live and so forth. It likewise 

showed me the obligations that a columnist have in introducing the correct data and 

furthermore the sort of weight he gets from different things. I will always be 

appreciative to the individuals who helped me finishing this entry level position 

effectively. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion 
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5.1 Conclusion

I think overall, my internship journey is good experience for me. It helps me as a bridge of 

a river. I specially thanks all my department teachers for support me. I am lucky to work at 

The Daily Campus.com. There are many talents where I worked. Many people encourage 

me a lot and every person of The Daily Campus.com are helpful. They help and support me 

always. 

Though the full three month internship is not enough for a student to learn many thinks but 

this three month internship time help me to go to the professional life. I am so glad and happy 

now because I confidently said that I can do well in this sector. Now online platform is so 

famous near the every people. People are concern about what happened today. The people 

who use mobile are connected with online news portal. This kind of media connect instead 

every elements. During my whole internship time I gather and learn many term of journalism. 

It will help me confidently go outside of my life. 
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